MORE MYTHS AND FACTS:
WHAT THE CP-KCS COMBINATION
MEANS FOR CHICAGO
Weekly Trains on CP Elgin Subdivision/
Metra MD-W line from Bensenville Yard to Randall Road
(Based on Metra’s 2019 pre-COVID Schedules)
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CP does a poor job dispatching Metra’s trains and the
additional freight trains will only make things worse.

Fact:
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[See Elphick RVS, Figure 14]

Myth 4:

CPKC’s eight new trains operating between Elgin and
Bensenville will cause increased delays to Metra trains on
the Milwaukee District West line and disrupt communities
in the corridor.

Metra’s own on-time performance data shows that is just not
true. CP does a good job today and CP shared lines (Milwaukee
District North and Milwaukee District West) regularly deliver
on time performance close to or at 95 percent.
CP freight train delays cause less than 1 percent of Metra
trains to arrive late (by Metra’s measure of 6+ minutes)
(compared to 4 percent of Metra trains that arrive late for
other reasons). In other words, even if CP trains disappeared
completely from Metra lines tomorrow, Metra’s on-time performance would increase by less than one percentage point.
The chart below depicts the results of Metra’s own analysis:
METRA WITNESS RODRIGUEZ ANALYSIS PERSPECTIVE
Total MD-W Trains With
No “CP-Caused” Delays

Fact:

The combination will not adversely affect Metra
passenger service anywhere.
Even with new CPKC trains, the volume of freight trains will
not be as high as in the 1980s and 90s and there is ample
capacity on the double-track mainline west of Bensenville
for CP and Metra trains to successfully operate.
In fact, the CP-KCS Transaction enables certain freight —
especially bulk trafﬁc between the Gulf and the Upper
Midwest and Canada — to avoid Chicago completely by
using CP’s route between Kansas City and St. Paul, MN.
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Total MD-W “CP-Caused”
Direct Freight Train and
Dispatcher-Error Delays
MD-W “CP-Caused”
Indirect “D1” and “DD1”
Delays
MD-W Non-Controllable
CP Freight Delays

[See Elphick RVS, Figure 2]

‘D1’ and ‘DD1’ refers to cascading delays, or other following trains delayed
by the freight train interference or freight dispatcher error.
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CP has committed to
work hard to do even
better for Metra, and the
new CPKC trains will not
make things worse.
We have committed
to working more
collaboratively with
Metra, speciﬁcally by:
Committing to work
collaboratively with Meta
on improved real-time
communications about
dispatching decisions that
might have an impact on
Metra’s scheduled terms.
Supporting collaborative
assessments of proposed
Metra operational
changes outside peak
windows (when Metra
needs our consent to add
trains);
Committing to an
escalation process aimed
at avoiding or resolving
disputes when Metra
perceives that we have
created performance
issues for their passenger
operations.

Myth 6:

CP and KCS have insisted on a “no conditions” approval and are unwilling to
work collaboratively with communities and others to mitigate the impacts of
the CP-KCS combination.

Fact:

CP has repeatedly said that CPKC will be a good neighbor and will work with
communities and others. We have done exactly that through this process.
CP has reached agreement with multiple communities to address local concerns
and is discussing with Metra reasonable measures to address the commuter rail
agency’s concerns.
CP has made a signiﬁcant proposal to the suburban coalition based on the
modest changes proposed to the commuter and freight rail corridor that
already hosts 40 to 60 trains a day, and has historically hosted more freight
trains than are proposed here. The coalition has demanded up to $9.5 billion
to “attempt to protect” the communities. It is double the entire CREATE
Program—a public-private partnership that is investing $4.6 billion dollars in 70
different vital projects across the entire Chicago railroad network to mitigate
roughly 1,300 daily trains.
We will continue to engage in discussions about reasonable mitigation despite the
factual misrepresentations and attack-style rhetoric directed against CP.

See important information at http://futureforfreight.com
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